Host Steve_AGM says:
-@-@-@-@-  RESUME MISSION -@-@-@-@-

CTO_David says:
::on the bridge at tactical::

CSO_Colin says:
::exiting quarters::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::on bridge sitting in the Captain's chair::

CSO_Colin says:
::heading for bridge at top speed::

XO_Torbin says:
::on the bridge sitting in the XO's chair::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::reaches back and rubs neck::

CMOJoRoss says:
::in her office drinking coffee and reviewing med. reports::

CTO_David says:
<FCO>::on the bridge at the helm::

CEO-QUag says:
:: Limps around ME, takes a short view at the Warp core, then sits down in his chair in his Chief Engineer's Office::

XO_Torbin says:
::looks over at the CO:: CO:  Something wrong Captain?

CSO_Colin says:
::dashes on bridge:: CO: Reporting..(pant)for..duty(pant)...

Host Steve_AGM says:
ACTION:  MIGHTY STARBASE 881 LOOMS OFF THE STARBOARD BOW

CSO_Colin says:
::takes science station::

CTO_David says:
<FCO>CO

Host CO_Lenor says:
Torbin: yeah....  slept funny last night

Host CO_Lenor says:
::nods to Colin::

CSO_Colin says:
::activates science panel::

CTO_David says:
<FCO>CO: Course locked in for Donoros System.

XO_Torbin says:
::nods:: CO:  Perhaps you should have it looked at?  I have a feeling we will need our Captain at full strength when we arrive at the Donoros system

CEO-QUag says:
*XO* Status report is as follows sir, all engineering crew are back onboard, engine looks like it is operating at max efficiency, EPS taps are within safe limits, all seems fit down here sir

XO_Torbin says:
*CEO* Acknowledged Chief..  try and keep it that way

CMOJoRoss says:
::still reading med reports and drinking coffee::

Host Steve_AGM says:
<StationOPS>  *Elara*  USS Elara, you are cleared of all moorings and free to navigate.  Good luck......

CTO_David says:
<FCO>COM:Starbase 881:thank you for the hospitality.  De-docking

Host CO_Lenor says:
FCO: as soon as crew rotations are complete and we have permission from the station to disimbark...  then engage at your liesure

CEO-QUag says:
:: Starts looking over the injector frequency efficiency and the M/A rate, seems a bit unpleased:: *Engineer Shein* Come on Ensign, are you telling me thats all we've got, I want that reactor running at 115% of it's current output, snap snap, get on it,

Host CO_Lenor says:
Torbin: I will make a point of seeing the doctor....  ::sighs::

CTO_David says:
::retracts the docking port::

XO_Torbin says:
::smiles::  CO:  Just doing my job sir..

CSO_Colin says:
::thinks over the past days and stares at the science panel::

CTO_David says:
CO: All systems ready.  Crew is set.  Retracting docking port.

Host CO_Lenor says:
Torbin: yeah yeah....  grins...  I can see that is going to get on my nerves...

Host Steve_AGM says:
ACTION:  WITH A MAJESTIC BLUE GLOW, THE WARP NACELLES BEGIN GLOWING AND THE NAVIGATIONAL DEFLECTOR ILLUMINATES

CTO_David says:
<FCO>::disengages the clamps and begins to back the ship out at aft thrusters::

Host CO_Lenor says:
FCO: engage when you are ready

XO_Torbin says:
::innocent look::  CO:  What is going to get on your nerves sir?

CSO_Colin says:
::moniters surrounding space with a bit of bordem::

CTO_David says:
<FCO>::gets the Elara clear of the Starbase::

CSO_Colin says:
::snaps out of it::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::gives Torbin this "look", shakes her head and then laughs::

CEO-QUag says:
:: Quietly looks around making sure no one is being lazy, then shuts the door to his office and peers through the window at the warp core and some of it's schematics as he drinks his morning cappuchino::

XO_Torbin says:
::joins the CO in laughing and wondering if the rest of the crew will wonder what they are laughing about::

CTO_David <FCO>::takes her to warp:: (Warp.wav)

Host Steve_AGM says:
ACTION:  THE USS ELARA LEAPS TO WARP....GOING SUPERLUMINAL AND ON TO HER MISSION

Host CO_Lenor says:
*CEO* were you able to find a way we can use the Sensor Pod and not lose all other systems?

CSO_Colin says:
::ignores the lauging, concintrates on warp feild::

CTO_David says:
::looks at the ships sheild output::

CEO-QUag says:
:: Notices the imprint out side of his office door, from his earlier,........accident, and desides to fix it up a bit, he taps into the damage control team closest, and asks them to fit it with a new pannel right above the imprint::

CEO-QUag says:
*CEO* Yes Ma'am

Host CO_Lenor says:
*CMO* are you free right now?

CEO-QUag says:
<CO>

CTO_David says:
<FCO>CO: 25 muinets to arrival in the system.,

CMOJoRoss says:
*Co* Yes Sir.

Host CO_Lenor says:
*CEO* I want it tested after we are done with this mission....

CTO_David says:
::checks the phaser bank status::

CMOJoRoss says:
*CO* I am in sickbay would you like me to come to you?

Host CO_Lenor says:
*CMO* I need to see you...  I will be right there

Host CO_Lenor says:
Torbin: the bridge is yours...

Host CO_Lenor says:
::gets up and heads to the TL::

CMOJoRoss says:
*CO* I will be waiting for you Sir.

CEO-QUag says:
*CO* I have come up with a few ideas, it seems on some decks that life support is functioning, there are no crew stations, such as some storage area's, it seems some of these deck's cargo don't even need the funtions of life-support, I could easily re-route that power, and we also have the choice of running some of those taps in parallel to others

CEO-QUag says:
*CO* The result would give us less drainage from the warp core at least

XO_Torbin says:
CO:  Understood sir

Host CO_Lenor says:
::taps her comm::  *CEO* work with CSO to come up with a testing schedule...

XO_Torbin says:
::shifts to the center chair::

CMOJoRoss says:
:;gets up from behind her desk and walks in to the main area of Sickbay, waits for the Capt::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::enters the TL::  Computer: sickbay

CSO_Colin says:
::snpas to attentiob::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::exits to the deck where SB is::

CSO_Colin says:
::ready to assist::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::enters Sickbay... rubbing neck::

CEO-QUag says:
*XO,CSO* I would appreciate it if Mr. Collins would accompany on the sensor pod work down here in Main Engineering, if you approve Mr. Torbin Sir, I would like to have him come down immediately,

CMOJoRoss says:
::see the CO::

CSO_Colin says:
::looks over at XO::

CMOJoRoss says:
CO:  How can I help you?

XO_Torbin says:
::nods at CSO:: Go see what you can do to help him out

CSO_Colin says:
::nods::

CEO-QUag says:
*CSO* I will be waiting in my office ::Likes saying those words, "My Office"::

CSO_Colin says:
::exits bridge, heads for TL::

CSO_Colin says:
::exits TL in main engineering::

Host Steve_AGM says:
<FCO>  XO:  15 minutes until the Denoros system, sir

Host CO_Lenor says:
CMO: my neck is bothering me....  I think it might be the way I slept last night but I want to be sure..

CMOJoRoss says:
::walks over to the CO and leads her to the main biobed::

CSO_Colin says:
::approaches Q'uag's office::

CEO-QUag says:
*Engineer Shein* Chop Chop, that anti-matter/matter reaction assembly isn't going to boost it's own power!

XO_Torbin says:
FCO: Acknowledged

CMOJoRoss says:
CO:Come with me an I will have a look.

CEO-QUag says:
<Engineer Shein> *CEO* Yes sir, I'll get right on it sir ::Mutters::

CSO_Colin says:
::taps on door lightly::

CEO-QUag says:
CSO: Come

Host CO_Lenor says:
::continues to rub neck...  follows the doctor::

CSO_Colin says:
::comes in office:: CEO: Sir.

CEO-QUag says:
CEO: Take a seat

CMOJoRoss says:
CO: If you take a set Sir>  ::points to the biobed:: I will check that neck ::picks up a med. tricorder::

CSO_Colin says:
::takes a seat::

CEO-QUag says:
:: Pulls up some schematics on his desk/console::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::sits on the biobed::

CMOJoRoss says:
::starts scanning the CO neck::

CSO_Colin says:
::looks at scematics the best he can from his position::

CMOJoRoss says:
::hmm:: CO:  You are very tence, let me try something.

CEO-QUag says:
CSO: If you would look here, this deck, this deck, and this deck do not require life support at all, for their cargo, and there are no crew stations there, now, if we draw all of it's life support power, from there, to the pod, it might help us out a bit, when do you think this could be completed? :: turns the console so the CSO can see it::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::watches the doctor::

CSO_Colin says:
::takes a look and frowns::

CMOJoRoss says:
::puts down the tricorde, rubs her hand together and walks behind the CO::

CEO-QUag says:
CSO: Whats the matter Mister Colin?

CSO_Colin says:
CEO: It will take time...

CSO_Colin says:
CEO: ::his face changes to a consideirng look::

CEO-QUag says:
CSO: Excuse me *Engineer Shein* Come on, you know thats not enough, I said 115% not 103%

CMOJoRoss says:
::Places her hands on the CO neck:: CO: This my hurt.  ::then crack::

CEO-QUag says:
:: Turns back to the CSO:: CSO: How much time?

Host CO_Lenor says:
CMO:  Ow!!!!  God D..  hey!  ::moves head side to side::  it feels much better...  ::looks surprised::

CSO_Colin says:
CEO: The modification won't take long...

CSO_Colin says:
CEO:

CMOJoRoss says:
::Picks up the tricorder and checks:: CO: how's the neck now Sir>

CSO_Colin says:
CEO: However, making sure that the power is utilized correctly...that will take a bit

Host Steve_AGM says:
<FCO>  XO:  We are approaching the Denoros star system, sir

CEO-QUag says:
CSO: Concern's, Suggestion's, Question's, Mr. Collin? I need input

CEO-QUag says:
:: Tries to pull his klingon face into a smile, but it doesn't really work and he ends up looking like a fool::

CSO_Colin says:
CEO: I would advise we keep an eye on the pod...or else it might go crazy...

CMOJoRoss says:
CO: I suggust that you change you pillow and do so relaxation before you go to sleep at night.  Besides that Sir you should be fine.

XO_Torbin says:
::nods::  FCO: Acknowledged..  Drop from warp and take us in

Host Steve_AGM says:
<FCO>  ::Pulls back on the throttle::

XO_Torbin says:
*CO*  Captain, we are approaching the Donoros system now

Host Steve_AGM says:
ACTION:  THE ELARA SLIDES OUT OF WARP AND TO IMPULSE

CSO_Colin says:
CEO: Make sure we don't overload the power circuts, but also make sure we give it enough power.

Host CO_Lenor says:
*XO* on my way now

CEO-QUag says:
CSO: Yea, we are playing with fire, lets not get burnt ::Chuckles a klingonish chuckle::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::looks at the doctor:: Thanks again...  ::jumps off the table and leaves SB::

CMOJoRoss says:
CO:That fine anytime Sir

CSO_Colin says:
CEO: That would be advisable, however, a fire would activate the prevention system and seal off the deck. So don't mess with fire.

Host CO_Lenor says:
::heads to the TL::

CMOJoRoss says:
::starts cleaning up Sickbay::

XO_Torbin says:
::waits for the CO to arrive::

CSO_Colin says:
CEO: I do not believe we can get burned without O2 to fuel the fire.

CEO-QUag says:
CSO: Any ideas on making a so called "circuit breaker" to make sure we don't burn the system off, :: frowns at the vulcan, remembers that he would take literally anything Q'uag says, and is a little startled about Colin not understanding the "playing with fire" statement::

Host Steve_AGM says:
ACTION:  THE ELARA APPROACHES DENOROS IV....WITH ITS TWO ORBITAL STATIONS CLEARLY VISIBLE

Host CO_Lenor says:
::arrives on bridge::

CEO-QUag says:
CSO: Never Mind Mr. Colin, it was an old earth statement, it wasn't to be taken literally

XO_Torbin says:
::stands::  CO:  Was the Doctor able to help sir?

CSO_Colin says:
CEO: I believe and Class-V8 circuit breaker with an SEE Span concerter would do nicely.

CMOJoRoss says:
::After cleaning up goes back to her paper work, tell one of her nurse to check all the med. kits::

Host CO_Lenor says:
XO: yes....  very much...

Host CO_Lenor says:
XO: anything exciting yet?

XO_Torbin says:
CO:  Good to hear..

Host Steve_AGM says:
<D-Chancellor>  ::hails the Elara::

XO_Torbin says:
CO:  Not really sir..  we just dropped from warp

CEO-QUag says:
CSO: Ok, I'll get it inserted to all the EPS taps connecting to the pod and those decks, can you please write up a schedule for when you can give me the schematics for the necessary adjustments, and I'll take care of creating them?

CSO_Colin says:
CEO: I'll do what I can.

Host CO_Lenor says:
<ops>  CO: message coming in.... on screen

CEO-QUag says:
CSO: That is not sufficient, do what needs to be done

Host Steve_AGM says:
<D-Chancellor> CO:  Captain Lenor......a pleasure......I really wish your pressence wasn't nessecary, but it appears that it is.....

Host CO_Lenor says:
D-Chancellor: has the situtation gotten worse then?

CSO_Colin says:
::taken back, he meant that he would do to the best of his abillities...meaning completing the task in record time::

XO_Torbin says:
::watching the CO & Chancellor from his chair::

CEO-QUag says:
CSO: That is all, dismissed

Host Steve_AGM says:
<D-Chancellor>  *CO*  Thankfully, no it hasn't, but the situation has not improved either.

CSO_Colin says:
::leaves the office, returns to bridge to get on it::

CSO_Colin says:
::works quietly at his panel, turning the sound off::

Host Steve_AGM says:
<D-Chancellor> *CO*  You will be granted full access to our station home, Captain, we want this situation resolved as quickly as possible.

CSO_Colin says:
::kicks the panel, and the sound turns back on::

Host CO_Lenor says:
*D-Chancellor* Thank you.  Has the other Colony agreed to meet?

CEO-QUag says:
*XO* Sir, we are almost done the scheduling plan, Mr. Colin will draw up the necessary adjustments and I will have the engineering teams complete them, soon as I get a straight plan I will transfer it to you, we have concluded to bring life support from non-essencial decks as our primary objective, and insert so called "circuit breakers" in the pod

Host Steve_AGM says:
<D-Chancellor> *CO*  Yes Captain......I believe they are standing by as well

CEO-QUag says:
*XO* I am going to get on it, and sir, I would like to notify you of the M/A assembly working at peak efficiency, it has now been boosted an extra 15% percent of it's usual efficiency it seems, thanks to our fine engineering crew

XO_Torbin says:
*CEO*  Understood Chief

Host CO_Lenor says:
*D-Chancellor* hopefully this can come to an end quickly....  I will see you soon..   ::looks at OPS and signals him to end message::

Host Steve_AGM says:
<OPS>  ::closes the channel::

CSO_Colin says:
::creates schematics, sends them to engineering console::

CSO_Colin says:
::sends an alert to engineering to inform them that it is done::

XO_Torbin says:
::looks at the CO::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::sighs::

CEO-QUag says:
*CSO* Thank you, I have just recieved the schedule, I will get the engineering teams on it stat, but please, turn off those bloody klaxons

Host CO_Lenor says:
CSO and CTO: scan the surface of the two moons....  I want to know what we are really dealing with here

CSO_Colin says:
::turns off the alarm, but hopes they aren't "bloody"::

CSO_Colin says:
Co: Aye, sir

Host CO_Lenor says:
OPS: hail the other colony   ::OPS hails the colony.. they wait for a response::

CMOJoRoss says:
::thinks she should go for a walk, gets up and head to the bride::

CSO_Colin says:
::wel...not really alarm, but beeping that drives you crazy::

CSO_Colin says:
::begins scans::

CEO-QUag says:
*XO,CO* I have just recieved our scheduling from Mr. Colin, and I'm getting Engineering teams on it immediately, Captain, if you want a briefing on the plan, so far, I, the CSO, and some what the XO are informed on it

XO_Torbin says:
::pulls up the information on the 2 satellites via his console and begins looking over it again::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::sits down in the CO chair and waits for the other Colony to respond::

CMOJoRoss says:
::exist sickbay and heads to the TL::

CSO_Colin says:
CO: Okay, sir...here's what we have. The one below us is D-Class, full of latnim and unmarkable ores.

Host CO_Lenor says:
*CEO* very good...  just send me a copy of the plan...  I will look at it as soon as I have a free moment

CMOJoRoss says:
::enters TL and tell the computer to head to bridge::

CSO_Colin says:
CO: No atmos[here.

Host CO_Lenor says:
OPS: hail the other Colony again....

Host CO_Lenor says:
<OPS> :;hails the other Colony again::

CEO-QUag says:
::Transfers the scheduling written up by himself, and the schematics created by the CSO, and a roster of the times and locations of Engineering team's work schedule,:: CO: you should be recieving them now, *XO* Would you like a copy as well?

Host CO_Lenor says:
*CEO* understood

CMOJoRoss says:
::exits the TL and walks on to the bridge::

XO_Torbin says:
*CEO* Yes

Host Steve_AGM says:
<C-Chancellor>  *CO*  Sorry for the delay Captain........with the loss of several of our replacement components, our communications systems have been touch and go.  A pleasure

Host CO_Lenor says:
*C-Chancellor* not a problem.  Has a meeting time and place been agreed upon?

CEO-QUag says:
:: Sends it right back to the XO, including a small "link" to the computers tab on a progress report wich matches up to the schedule, so he can check the efficiency so far, then he brings up all information on this project on a monitor console on the left of his office, so he himself can keep tabs:: *XO* Righto Boss, here it is,

Host Steve_AGM says:
<C-Chancellor>  No, Captain, we were waiting for your arrival.   Perhaps your ship would the best place to meet.....neutral ground and all

CMOJoRoss says:
::walks in  and takes the sit on the left of CO::

CEO-QUag says:
*XO* I have included a "link" to the computer's up-to-date tab on how much progress the teams have had so you can check the engineering crew's efficiency

XO_Torbin says:
::almost nods in agreement, but then stops, not wishing to make any action that could show favoritism::

XO_Torbin says:
*CEO*  Good work Chief..

Host CO_Lenor says:
*C-Chancellor*  That would meet with my approval.  Now for a time.... say 20:00 hours...  Of course this will have to meet with D-Chancellors approval also

CEO-QUag says:
*XO* Hey, couldn't do any worse and be happy with myself, just call down if you have any suggestions, concerns or questions, and I will clear my schedule for an appointment any second

Host Steve_AGM says:
<C-Chancellor>  *CO*  We are extremely flexible, Captain, we just want this whole thing put behind us

XO_Torbin says:
*CEO* Understood..  and you can count on it..

Host CO_Lenor says:
*C-Chancellor* Will get back with you within the hour with the particulars....  until then...  ::looks at ops and signals him to close the channel::

Host Steve_AGM says:
<OPS>  ::closes the channel::  Channel closed, m'am

Host CO_Lenor says:
OPS: sir will do nicely....  Now open channel to D-Chancellor

Host Steve_AGM says:
<OPS>  ::opens channel::

XO_Torbin says:
::stiffles a laugh::

Host Steve_AGM says:
<D-Chancelor> *CO*  Yes, Captain?

CMOJoRoss says:
::smiles knows how much she hate being called m'am too::

CEO-QUag says:
:: nods a relizes just how much he loves the Chief Engineering office, get a few paintings in here, and dim the lights, and it could almost be a captain's ready room, relizes why May would never let him in here, because it is purely heaven::

Host CO_Lenor says:
*D-Chancellor*  I am wanting to get your approval on time and place....  Place: the Elara...  Time:  20:00.  Is that acceptable?

Host Steve_AGM says:
<D-Chancellor>  *CO*  Of course Captain.......

Host CO_Lenor says:
*D-Chancellor* I will see you then...  ::walks over to the OPS console and closes channel::

XO_Torbin says:
CO:  Captain, shall I have CR 1 prepared for use?

Host CO_Lenor says:
OPS: let C-Chancellor know time and place has been agreed upon.

Host CO_Lenor says:
XO: yes.... and make sure we have lots of extra security

XO_Torbin says:
::nods::  CO:  I think you will find I always tend to have extra security sir..

Host Steve_AGM says:
<OPS>  Yes sir

Host CO_Lenor says:
XO: I don't want any problems....  also no one from the two colonies are allowed to walk around the ship.... they are to be beamed directly to CR1

Host Steve_AGM says:
<OPS>  ::sends message::

XO_Torbin says:
CTO:  Your with me Ensign..  we have a Conference Room to prepare

XO_Torbin says:
CO:  Understood

XO_Torbin says:
::starts walking towards the TL::

CEO-QUag says:
*Bridge* Anyone need a large, lazy klingon up there, because I am starting to get bored down here, and wouldn't want to fall asleep during duty ::lets a hardy klingonish laugh go over the come link::

XO_Torbin says:
::pauses in midstep::  CO:  If you would like, we can select a security team based on physical strength, which would eliminate the need for an abundance of weapons

XO_Torbin says:
*CEO*  Certainly Chief..  meet me in CR 1..  I'm sure I can find something for you to do

Host CO_Lenor says:
*CEO* I am sure I can find you something to do since you do not have enough to do

CEO-QUag says:
*XO* Thank you very much sir

XO_Torbin says:
CO:  Anything else Captain?

Host CO_Lenor says:
XO: that would be fine... and now nothing else

XO_Torbin says:
::nods, then enters the TL enroute to CR 1::

CMOJoRoss says:
:;sits there just watching everyone::

CEO-QUag says:
:: Steps out of his office, and locks it, doesn't want anyone tampering, then he heads for CR 1, and steps in quietly::

XO_Torbin says:
::arrives at CR 1 and enters::

CEO-QUag says:
*CMO* Hey, when you get off duty, ::wonders if she ever does, and starts to seriously question:: want to go by the lounge and get something to eat, because I don't have anything much better to do after work

CMOJoRoss says:
*CEO* When I get off duty you will be in your bed but we could do lunch

CEO-QUag says:
:: Arives at the CR 1 and slowly walks in, trying to adjust to the bright lights compared to the blue and red flickers of schematics and dim lights in his regular office, which seems more comfortable to him::

CEO-QUag says:
*CMO* What suggests that I sleep, and what suggests I sleep in a bed?

CMOJoRoss says:
CO: If I am not needed I will return to sickbay Sir.

XO_Torbin says:
::nods at Quag::  CEO:  We need to prepare this room for a meeting between the 2 colonies?  Any suggestions?

CEO-QUag says:
XO: I would suggest puting one colony on one side, the other on the opposite side, with us towards the heads of the table, that way if they become hostile, the table seperates them

CSO_Colin says:
::wonders what is going to happen::

CMOJoRoss says:
:;heads to the TL and makes her way back to sickbay::

Host Steve_AGM says:
-@-@-@-@-  PAUSE MISSION -@-@-@-@-
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